Efficient cooperation of humans and industrial robots is based on a common understanding of the task as well as the perception and understanding of the partner's action in the next step. In this article, a hybrid assembly station is presented, in which an industrial robot can learn new tasks from worker instructions. The learned task is performed by both the robot and the human worker together in a shared workspace. This workspace is monitored using multi-sensory perception for detecting persons as well as objects. The environmental data are processed within the collision avoidance module to provide safety for persons and equipment. The real-time capable software architecture and the orchestration of the involved modules using a knowledge-based system controller is presented. Finally, the functionality is demonstrated within an experimental cell in a real-world production scenario.
Introduction and related work
Flexibility and adaption to rapidly changing market demands is one of the highest design criteria for the working cells and production facilities of the future. Therefore, researchers focus on a novel upcoming production paradigm, i.e. the so-called hybrid assembly. In contrast to existing either fully automated or purely manual production sites, the goal inside the hybrid assembly cell is to allow a collaborative joint-action in a workspace shared by an industrial robot and a human worker.
Nowadays, for the handling of heavy work pieces in automated production environments concepts of human-robot cooperation are developed [1] . A sample task of such a hybrid system is to assemble heavy parts of an automotive rear axle. Other applications feature mobile platforms with a mounted industrial robot arm, with which, e.g. welding processes are performed [2] .
In general, the cooperation between humans and industrial robots is emerging more and more in ongoing research fields, concerning human-machine interaction as well as industrial safety requirements, issues and regulatory decrees [3, 4] . Humans and robots that need to co-operate efficiently must share a common workspace, certain knowledge about the task to solve, about each other, and about side constraints including the environment.
In such workplace and time sharing systems the worker and the robot are additionally able to jointly handle objects or perform an assembly task together. Therefore, robotic manufacturers are developing new safe robots to enable working besides each other. The newly integrated safety features can replace the need for the robotic system to suspend its work when humans are too close [5] . Not only research tries to bring together human and robot in the same workspace, but also industry sees the potential and the great benefit for human-robot teaming in industrial production. At the end of 2008 more than one million robots were in operation world-wide [6] . Therefore, a great potential market lies in the equipment of existing industrial robots with new safety measures for hybrid assembly applications.
Within the PowerMate system [7] , the interaction between robot and human worker is supported via a force-torque-sensor. Thereby, the robot can be moved by the human operator measuring the push and pull forces captured with this device. The safety in this interaction is provided by reduced velocity of the robot's speed and the usage of a two-hand control switch on the worker's side. The underlying safety concept fulfills the requirements according to DIN ISO 954, category three. However, the robot is not allowed to move on its own within the shared work space, without the workers active approval -he has to activate the control switch.
A further approach can be seen in [8] , where a small robotic manipulator itself is additionally equipped with capacitive sensors to detect contact with the body of the robot. Here, the robot reduces speed on approach of the worker towards its body.
In the SMErobot project [9] , the needs and requirements for the use of industrial robots in small and medium enterprises has been studied extensively. Basing on this requirement analysis, new robots and teach-in methods (e.g. Programming by Demonstration, voice, gestures or graphics) were developed and tested together with the end-users. By applying these new methods the human can program the robot more easily, e.g. by direct haptic teach-in of trajectories. Afterwards, the robot can perform this task accordingly.
As a further example approach, collaborative robots or cobots (invented by Edward Colgate [10, 11] ) can be named. These robots are mechanical devices that provide guidance through the use of servomotors, while a human operator provides motive power.
Further approaches [12] [13] [14] to ease the programming of interactive systems are applying Augmented Reality, Programming by Demonstration and learning from observation.
For more efficiency in the collaboration, it is necessary for the robot to move autonomously within the shared working environment to fulfill its current task with regard to the worker's safety. Therefore, the robot needs to recognize its environment. In this article, a method of enabling interaction with a standardized industrial robot is described, using additional multi-sensory devices within an experimental cell for hybrid assembly stations (Section 2). Potential field methodology is combined with a constraint least-square optimization to block the robot from moving into prohibited areas. The approach presented in this article is to re-plan the robots motion, using the information about the perceived environment (Section 3.3) to avoid obstacles and try to fulfill the current task without an emergency shutdown.
A further important aspect within the interaction with the robot is programming new tasks. According to Nakaoka et al. [15] , robot programming by learning from observation consists of three different areas: task-, skill-and body-recognition. One major challenge is to make the system operable in a non-constrained environment and to generalize the problem [16] . Therefore, a hybrid assembly cell was set-up in a real factory environment (non-laboratory conditions), in a so-called Cognitive Factory [17] .
Within this article, a method of instruction based learning is applied, using skills from each connected module, to generate a new hybrid assembly task. Both robotic and human skills can be applied within the task, which is then stored and executed using a knowledge-based system controller (Section 4). It is to be emphasized, that not only the teach-in process is performed under shared workspace conditions, but also the execution of the task during the actual production. Hence, to make the interaction within the joint assembly more intuitive, multi-modal communication channels are offered to the worker featuring speech, gaze and haptics (Section 3.1).
To accomplish this challenge, a sophisticated network of involved modules and hardware components needs to be set up. In this approach the orchestration of the modules is organized by the knowledge-based system controller. To satisfy the heterogeneous communication needs of the involved modules, a mixture of the three architectural paradigms (Service Oriented, Component Oriented and Distributed Object Architecture) presented in [18] is applied.
The interplay of the presented methods and components is explained within an application scenario.
Following the introduction, this article is structured as follows: in Section 2 an overview of the experimental cell layout is given. Hereafter, the software architecture and selected relevant modules are introduced in Section 3. Thereafter, the knowledge-based system controller is explained in more detail (Section 4), followed by the description of the application scenario in Section 5. The paper closes with the conclusions and an outlook.
Experimental cell layout
To have a realistic test bed for the developed concepts, an experimental hybrid assembly cell was set up. This cell, which can be interpreted as an agent as proposed by Shen [19] , is embedded in the overall scenario of the Cognitive Factory [17] in between fully automated and manual assembly and thereby constituting a multi-agent environment [20] . In the selected cell layout, a human and a robot are arranged opposite to each other around a jointly used workbench sharing the same workspace with a size of 0.7 m Â 1.0 m. Fig. 1 depicts the hybrid assembly cell with a conveyor belt on the right hand side. This conveyor belt connects the aforementioned assembly agents with each other to allow a fast and flexible exchange of required or processed parts. Furthermore, it provides all attached stations access to a central storage.
The installed industrial robot (Mitsubishi RV-6SL) is assisting the human worker. This robot manipulator can carry objects with a maximum weight of six kilograms, features six degrees of freedom and has a manipulation area that lies within a radius of 0.902 m around its body. The tool center point is extended with a force-torque-sensor with six degrees of freedom and a toolchange unit. Two tool change stations with three tool ports each are placed in the workspace, where different kinds of end effectors can be stored and exchanged. Currently the following tools are available to be changed autonomously by the robot, depending on the next processing step: two finger parallel gripper electronic drill camera unit for automatic observations gluer pallet gripper This set of manipulators provide the robot with the capabilities to complete different tasks, e.g. drilling or grasping of objects. Depending on the requested robot operation, the gripper manager (see Section 3.5) initiates the changing towards the appropriate gripper autonomously.
As already mentioned in Section 1, the robot has to perceive its environment and interact with the worker. Therefore, several kinds of sensing devices (input) and a projection unit (output) are mounted above the workbench (see Fig. 2 ) to survey and inform the human worker. Two top-down view cameras are installed above the workbench providing a global view of the shared workspace. These perspectives are processed to monitor the actions on the workbench and locate objects on the desk. Additionally, a depth sensing camera (Photonic Mixer Device -PMD) is used redundantly to provide information about obstacles or actions in the workspace using, comprising the camera data with depth information. The sensory input for the shared workspace surveillance unit is constituted by the PMD, weight enabled mats and a laser scanner in front of the desk. To interact more natural with the system, a desktop microphone is used to capture utterances of the worker. Furthermore, gaze information about the worker can additionally be captured using head-worn tracking glasses (e.g. to control sensitive interaction fields).
For interacting with the worker, a table projector is used to overlay needed information into his field of view directly onto the surface of the workbench. This includes assembly instructions or sensitive interaction fields.
To embed this station into the overall production concept of the Cognitive Factory, the hybrid assembly station is equipped with a Radio-Frequency Identification (RFID) system. The idea behind the usage of this innovative technology, which is applied in many different fields [21] , is to have a product centric manufacturing [22] .
Having introduced the experimental cell layout and the connected devices, the next section describes in detail the multi-modal software architecture and the involved modules which are required to perform the actual joint assembly task.
Software architecture and connected modules
In this section the software architecture and connected modules are introduced. Due to the requirements of an on-line robot motion control in the hybrid assembly cell, a real-time capable software architecture was implemented. The different functionalities of the system were integrated in a modular way, resulting in a reduced complexity of the involved agents. In Fig. 3 an overview of the developed system architecture is given. The communication backbone -connecting agents, sensors and actuators -is constituted by applying two middlewares: The Internet Communication Engine (ICE) [23] , which is used for distributed computing and asynchronous message passing under topics of interest (e.g. speech and force-torque-data). The second communication backbone is the Real-Time DataBase (RTDB) [24] , which is used as a local sensory information buffer. This ring-buffered database is using shared memory, to allow multiple modules accessing the same information without blocking effects.
Multi-modal in-and output
In order to make the communication with the system more intuitive and ergonomic for the worker, multi-modal interaction channels were established. The input channels feature speech, gaze and tactile input, whereas the system feedback is presented using a projected user interface and synthesized speech. These modalities are delineated in the following.
Speech input. To interact naturally and intuitively with the system, speech commands can be applied. With a speaker independent speech recognition, based on phonemes, the systems are able to understand English or German language. This makes it easy for other -probably untrained -workers to use the system. The speech input is captured non-invasive using a desktop microphone. To improve the recognition rate, the speech grammar is reduced in accordance to the current task context. Therefore, each connected module features its own grammar encoded in Backus-Naur-Form [25] , which are provided to the knowledge-based system controller (see Section 4) . Depending on the current processing rule -i.e. the current task -the required grammar is changed at runtime.
Gaze input. The workers gaze information is extracted using head-worn tracking glasses. These glasses enable a higher precision in the gaze tracking compared to remote eye tracking at the cost of being less comfortable and more invasive. Two cameras (one for each eye) are used to detect the bearers pupil. A third camera is used to record the scene for acquiring the transformation matrix between the head related gaze vector and the world coordinate system to extract gaze in space information. More details on the used hardware and methods for the gaze-based interaction can be found in [26] . This gaze information provides a cue for the current focus of attention of the user. This focus of attention can be used either to directly activate projected sensitive interaction fields or select these and activate them by other modalities.
Tactile input. The last input modality is tactile interaction with the system, which is realized using real hardware buttons and displayed sensitive fields. These sensitive fields, the so-called SoftButtons, are projected onto the workbench and can be adapted in position and content during runtime. Thereby, they provide a very flexible and ergonomic interaction method, which allows to visualize information in the workers field of view. The location of the worker's hand is extracted using skin-color based image processing algorithms for segmentation (see [27] for detailed information). Together with this information and the position of the Soft-Buttons, a further module generates events, when a hand remains hovering over these sensitive fields for a certain amount of time.
Output and feedback channels of the system. To provide the worker with feedback in the audio domain, the system generates information using speech synthesis (TTS). This can be used to inform the worker about next steps in the assembly process or occurred errors, e.g. when the gripper manager (cf. Section 3.5) cannot find the required tool in one of the tool ports. The auditory channel can also be obeyed to inform the worker about the next action the robot is going to perform.
Additionally, the visual channel is obeyed to project assembly instructions and Soft-Buttons directly onto the workbench. This display technique allows also to project two dimensional projections of Cartesian trajectories (e.g. glue-lines) onto the workpiece being processed.
Supplemental research on the set-up has been conducted to make the robot motions more human-like. Thereby allowing the worker to predict the next movements of the robot, resulting in a smoother interaction process. Results on these human preferences can be found in [28] .
Box tracking
During a hybrid assembly task, a typical action is fetching parts required for the next work step (see Section 5) . In this case, these parts are kept in small storage boxes, which can be delivered to the work station via a conveyor belt (see Fig. 1 ). Therefore, the detection and tracking of those boxes has an important impact on the assembly task.
During a construction task, it is likely, that several boxes are located on the workbench. To fetch the correct parts at the right time, the system has to know, what parts are in which storage boxes. Therefore, in an initial phase, it is required to detect these boxes first, which is done by analyzing the acquired image from the top-down view camera (see Fig. 2 ).
In the here described set-up, different boxes are used, varying in size and color. To detect their position in pixel coordinates, a colorbased image segmentation in the HSV-color-space is performed on the captured image [29] . To determine whether these areas are boxes, the extracted regions, called blobs, have to match predefined geometrical features. The center of gravity of the encircled pixel blob is calculated as a further geometrical feature for each box, see Fig. 4 .
During runtime of the system, it is necessary to track the boxes in the image plane. The afore introduced procedure is a pure detection task, which cannot resolve the mapping of box to content. To get a consistent match between box and content, a further tracking component needs to be integrated and is introduced in the following.
In this set-up, optical flow analysis is applied to perform the tracking of the boxes. As feature points, the center of mass of each storage box is used. As implementation, the well-known algorithm of the Lucas Kanade Feature Tracker is applied, using the pyramidal implementation method. Due to the fact, that the content of the box is not of uniform color (cluttered content -screws, cables, etc.), it is sufficient to use only one feature point per box. This makes the implementation of the observing unit very fast and real-time capable.
The content of the box is stored in a mapping database, containing the current detected boxID and the corresponding trackID of the tracked feature point. To extract the actual content information, it is only necessary to match the trackID with the boxID of interest. If the user or the system requests a specific part stored in a box, the mapping of both ids is updated to retrieve the actual box position in world coordinates from a dedicated content.
The content can be initialized in two ways: at system startup, boxes already on the workbench are initialized with their contents by simply performing a pointing gesture towards the box.
During runtime, after fetching a storage box from the conveyor belt, the system knows the world position of this box and its content. Now, the database, which allocates content to trackID, only has to be updated with this information.
The automatic recognition of the box coordinates and its contents allow the user to freely position the boxes on the workbench. This is an important factor for the ergonomic layout of the workbench -the worker can decide where he wants to place the boxes. Furthermore, the system is able to follow the rearrangement of storage parts and can then automatically clear the table from obsolete storage boxes.
Collision avoidance controller
In a shared workspace, collisions need to be avoided for static (i.e. storage boxes and the workbench) and dynamic (i.e. the human and moving obstacles) objects in the shared space. In the developed collision avoidance controller, the avoidance is done in a reactive way using a dynamic internal 3D environment model as shown in Fig. 5 . The internal 3D representation of the surrounding of the robot listens to all modifications including adding, updating, and disappearing of objects that were detected from input sensors (Fig. 6 ). This information is provided via a defined communication channel (scene modification that distributes information about changes in the environment. Therefore, new sensor modules can easily be added without changing anything in the robot controller.
The main challenge that arises here, is that the planned motion 2 and the avoidance motion must be handled in a way where they do not interfere with each other. Therefore, potential field methodology is fused to repel the robot from the obstacle with a constraint least-square optimization, that restricts the motion of the robot to safe orthogonal subspaces of the collision avoidance.
Virtual forces
To compute the velocity that repels the robot from surrounding obstacles, the minimum distances of all objects in the environment model (including self-collision) to all body parts of the robot need to be calculated. Fig. 7 depicts the body parts of the used robot in different colors along with an example of the minimum distances d i (red lines) from an obstacle to a given joint configuration.
Opposite to simplified and only approximated models of manipulators (e.g., used in the skeleton algorithm presented in [30] ), the distances of arbitrary shapes to a convex version of the real CADmodel of the robot are measured in order to reach a high precision of the virtual forces. With an efficient implementation of the Gilbert-Johnson-Keerthi algorithm [31] , these distances are computed faster than the update rate of the robot controller.
After calculating the minimum distance vectors v x;i in Cartesian space (i.e. the direction of the applied virtual force), these need to be transformed to velocities in joint space and the overall motion of the robot to avoid the collision has to be found. This is done according to 
with Q Ã being the distance at which the potential field function is applied (see transparent bubble in Fig. 7 ).
Constraint least-square minimization
To ensure that the lower priority task is projected into an orthogonal subspace of the collision avoidance task, the mathematical framework of quadratic programming [32] is applied to minimize the quadratic error between optimal velocity of the lower priority task subject and the constraints of the higher priority task. The low-priority task execution ð _ q in Þ is optimized regarding must have constraints of the higher priority task. The projection is described according to
where _ x t is the ideal linear and angular velocity to solve the lower priority task subject to the linear constraints of the form
with the constraint matrix
and _ q i calculated according to (1) . This means only those velocities are valid, that are orthogonal to the direction of the collision Fig. 5 . Internal 3D environment model used in the collision avoidance module of the robot controller to compute distances and virtual forces that repel the robot. The cylindric shape approximates the human co-worker. The red lines illustrate the minimum distances of an obstacle to the body parts of the robot in a given joint configuration. If a distance is below a chosen security threshold (transparent bubble), the distance is used to compute virtual forces on the robot using potential fields. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) avoidance velocities or point in a direction that leaves the defined safety region. The output of the minimization process is then equal to the constrained joint velocity _ q Ã . Quadratic Programming in combination with collision avoidance on the level of joint acceleration was used in [33, 34] . For a more detailed description of the applied algorithm, please refer to [35] . This shows a method, of how collision avoidance can be realized during motion planning within the robot controller.
Shared workspace surveillance
When human and robot collaborate in a shared workspace, safety critical situations can occur and these situations can be very harmful to the human, especially when standard industrial robots are used [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] . To increase the safety in the set-up, a redundant component for the shared workspace surveillance is introduced in this section.
The industrial standard EN ISO 10218-1:2006 [41] limits the maximum speed of an industrial robot in the collaborating mode to 250 mm/s, in case the robot is not sufficiently limited in power and force by inherent design. In this application, the robot should actively co-operate with the human worker. In accordance with existing regulations, this is not yet possible and therefore a new way of safe interaction needs to be discovered.
In Section 3.3, a robot control strategy was introduced that is capable of avoiding collision while trying to fulfill the task as good as the collision avoidance strategy allows. In cases of concrete danger for the human -i.e. direct contact between man and machinethe following additional safety module can stop the robot at any time. This module not only follows the communication channel based design principle, but also has a direct connection to the robots emergency shutdown.
For the detection of the human, different kinds of sensors can be used. A matrix of weight enabled mats (safety shutdown mats) on the floor can detect a contact with the worker's feet. Within this low resolution matrix, a rough estimation of the human worker's position can be extracted to infer whether a person is in front of the industrial robot or not [42] . At this point, the detection and localization of the human worker's arms and hands in the shared workspace has to be performed with an additional surveillance component. Therefore, a Photonic Mixer Device (PMD) is monitoring the shared workspace, which is divided into three regions: one area in which the industrial robot is engaging, another area engaged by the human worker. The overlapping region is the collaboration area.
In Fig. 8 a handover scenario in the real production cell and a visualization of the perceived sensory data is depicted. The industrial robot (number 1 in Fig. 8 ) is passing a box to the human worker (number 2), the human worker is detected both in the worker workspace and in the collaboration area. The rough position of the worker is seized (see Fig. 8 number 4) with the mats and marked as yellow rectangles (lower right image). The observation of the working table with the PMD camera is shown in Fig. 8 number 3 right. The visualization of the dynamic passages is not detecting any contact between the robot arm (number 1) and the workers hand (number 2). The black field in the visualization window indicates correctly that the worker and the robot are in the same static raster field. Thus, a case of contact is present, denying the robot further movements, until the contact is cleared.
To enhance the surveillance area, it is reasonable to integrate additional PMDs. These can be used to avoid occlusions within the shared workspace and to monitor regions not covered by the weight enabled mats.
Gripper manager
The final component described in this section is the gripper manager, taking care of the several tools (diverse grippers, pen, camera, and screwdriver) available in the set-up. Each of these tools can be uniquely identified by the robot via a coding pattern connected read out by the robot controller. Thereby, the robot knows always what tool is in its hand and adapts the kinematic parameters (tool-length and tool center point) according to the active tool.
The tools are placed in a port with six slots giving feedback about occupancy. After starting the system, the mapping of the manipulators to port slots is either unknown or might have changed since the last activation. Therefore, if a tool is needed during a task, the robot searches the tool in the occupied slots and saves the mapping. This mapping gets updated with every new recognized tool or when a slot is occupied with a tool different from the saved mapping.
The robot is connected with its skills to the knowledge-based system controller, as depicted in Fig. 3 . If a certain skill gets requested, the gripper manager takes first of all care that the correct tool is in the robots hand, e.g. if the next action is drill-mode, the gripper manager checks the current tool in the hand and initiates, if necessary, a changing sequence towards the required tool screwdriver.
Knowledge-based system controller
In the previous section, the general system architecture and its connected modules were introduced. Here, the knowledge-based system controller for handling the complex processes within a hybrid assembly task is delineated.
An expert system was chosen, which uses first order logic processing rules and facts to handle the system work flow. Therefore, Fig. 8 . Safety system in real production cell (left) and segmentation of human and robot based on depth image acquired by PMD camera above workbench (right).
JESS [43] is applied, which is implemented in Java and thereby allows a fast extension of its provided functionalities. As it is an interpreter, the functionality (new rules or modules) can be extended during runtime. JESS is operating on a working memory containing the facts and rules of the system. Every change (creation, deletion or update) of a fact within the working memory results in checking, if there is a rule matching the changed conditions. Furthermore, it fits perfectly into the developed communication backbone, which is applied to update events and communicate with the connected modules (see Section 3). In the following, a closer look into relevant facts and rules within the presented system is given.
Facts
The facts of the system provide the controller with necessary information about occurring events, the environment and available skills of the connected modules. These facts -coming from the communication backbone -are transformed into predicates to be processed by the rule engine, which will be explained in Section 4.2.
Events
One subset of the facts are events. These can be for example status changes of soft-buttons, results of the speech recognition unit, etc. If the worker activates for example soft-button two, the working memory of the system controller is updated with the fact:
Now all existing rules listening to this event are triggered. After the event has been processed it is retracted from the working memory.
Environment information
Information about the environment is also represented as facts. This covers box data, worker's hand positions, etc. For example, a red box is represented with the following notation:
(object (type "box") (description "screws") (color "red") (position x y z alpha beta gamma) )
In this case the position data contains the Cartesian coordinates within the world coordinate system as well as the rotational information about the objects orientation. Environmental information (e.g. worker's hand position) must have a very high update rate to provide the collision avoidance and the shared workspace surveillance components with the required data.
Skills
Every connected module can report its skills in form of facts. The robot connects to the knowledge-based system controller and registers only its available skills. These skills include several basic blocks with actions, e.g. move to position, open gripper, and several higher-level skills including picking up an object from the table. The system controller has no clue about the real hardware, but it knows what the hardware can do and can access these abilities. As depicted in Fig. 9 these abilities are much more complex than the afore introduced basic blocks. These higher-level skills 
Tasks
The introduced (high-level) skills can be combined to reach a goal. One possible sequence of such a combination is called a task. Each task has a unique name which is an identifier for the task itself and is used by the worker to call it for execution. The order in which the skills are processed, is defined by an increasing index. A sample task consisting of two steps, namely move the robot in a parking position and turn off the signaling lights would be:
(task (id 0) (name "task 1") (command "(?robot moveaway)") ) (task (id 1) (name "task 1") (command "(?signalmanager lightsOff)") )
A special form of a task is named learning and enables the system to extend the set of available tasks. The learning of such a new task consists of teaching the correct sequence of actions. These actions can be either atomic operations or previously learned tasks to build up more complex sequences.
In the first step, a temporal task is constructed, which serves as placeholder for the task to be taught. Rules construct the speech recognition grammar from the available set of skills and thereby prepare the system for the instruction based learning. Now the worker can add new steps to this task in a loop by giving voice based instructions ("fetch red box", etc.). The learning task is finished when the user saves the task by assigning it an unique name. A successful execution of the learning task, results in adding a new element to set of available tasks. The learned tasks are stored in a XML-representation into a file to generate a persistent task database over time and enhance the systems capabilities.
The transition between the sequence of actions is performed by the rules for task execution, which are explained in more detail in the next section.
Rules
The second important component of the knowledge-based system controller is the capability of processing complex rules describing the system work flow. As introduced, changes in the working memory can activate corresponding rules matching current conditions.
Event handling
One subset of the rules is applied to handle events. These rules process the events, which are provided by the perceiving modules, i.e. button pressed, box found or speech input. For example, if the worker is pressing a displayed Soft-Button, the event-handler evaluates the corresponding id and modifies the status flag of the linked status fact. This changed status results in the activation of a linked processing rule.
Task execution
The processing rules for the task execution are "innate" knowledge, which tell the system how to instantiate a new task. Therefore, the task that shall be executed is copied into a running task instance. The execution of this running task starts at index 0 and executes the associated command on the given agent. These command are executed in a non-blocking operation mode. Therefore, the execution status is managed in an attribute, which can have one of these values (see Fig. 10 ): todo, starting, processing, aborted, failed, completed.
The initial status value is todo. The status value is changed form todo to starting, when the system controller has decided to activate the command on the agent. Now, necessary initialization routines can be prepared before the real processing starts. After this initialization was successful, the status is switched to processing. In case of an error during initialization, the status is switched to failed.
The system controller then waits for the execution result of the command. In case of an error during the processing, the status would be changed to failed. Furthermore, it is possible to interrupt a running command, resulting in the aborted status. If the status is aborted or failed an appropriate exception handling is required. Else, the successful completion of the command is indicated with the status attribute set to completed by the agent.
Application scenario
In this section an application scenario is introduced, in which the worker wants to assemble a product, which is unknown to the system. Thus, the worker has to teach in the required assembly steps.
A sample dialog for this scenario between the worker W and the robot R is presented below: In (0), he is launching the learning task (cf. Subsection 4.1.4) with the phrase "I want to teach you a new task." After the learning task has been successfully initiated and the speech recognition grammar has been adapted, the system is informing the worker with (1) . From now on, the worker can add next steps via voice based instructions ( (2), (4), (6)), which are appended to the task. The system is informing the user via text-to-speech (TTS) about the successfully appended commands ( (3), (5), (7)). In case a wrong production step has been added, the user can say "Undo last step" to remove the last uttered command from the list. The learning task is completed by the user assigning a name to the task ( (8)). This task is stored, which is confirmed by the system (9). From here on it is also available for other workers.
Task execution is triggered with the speech command "Let us start task four". Now, the knowledge-based system controller tries to locate the specified task in the fact set. In the given case, this search will be successful and the task is instantiated (cf. Section 4.2.2). The first command given in this example ("fetch red box") is executed. The knowledge-based system controller now refreshes the working memory for objects -which includes information from the box tracking module (see Section 3.2) -and tries to infer the position of an object from type box with a red color. Outcome of this unification process can be threefold: It can find no solution, because there is no red box; it can find one solution, one red box on the workbench; it can find multiple solutions, several red boxes.
If no or multiple solutions are found, further user interaction is required. In this case, the pickup skill (cf. Fig. 9 ) is activated, using the unified position data of the box tracking.
At this point, the robot agent takes control of the gripping process, signaled by changing the status of the pickup command to starting (cf. Section 4.2.2). During the initialization, the gripper manager (cf. Section 3.5) checks the currently mounted gripper, if it is the correct tool for the pickup command. If not, the manager tries to locate and fetch the correct gripper first. After having the right manipulator, the status is changed to processing. Once the robot has fetched the red box (status changed to completed), the next command give is executed resulting in the handover of the box. After the robot has reached the handover position, the information of the force-torque channel is subscribed to be able to detect when the worker touches the box. The published data are monitored and finally resulting in the opening of the gripper. Now the box is free and the give command finishes with the robot moving out of the shared workspace.
The sample task "task four" finishes with the "drill mode" operation in a similar way to the previously described steps. This concludes the presented sample application. The completed task is retracted from the working memory and thus, the hybrid assembly cell is ready for the next task.
Discussion

Cell layout
The described cell layout was selected to force interactions between the human worker and the industrial robot. Therefore, regions were created, which are only accessible for one of the interactions partners (e.g. only the robot can pick up objects from the belt). A further characteristic of the small shared workspace is the higher appearance of possible collisions, because overlapping trajectories of human and robot are very likely to occur. Furthermore, the size of the workspace is small enough to be monitored with the mounted cameras.
However, the size of the workspace limits on the other hand the amount of possible operations, which can be performed jointly by human and robot. Huge parts cannot be assembled, because of the restricted movement range of the robot.
Due to the absent mobility of the robot and the required sensory safety equipment, the cell has to be set up at a fixed location. Thereby, it is most beneficial for installing it in factory environments.
Finally, the tool change station allows to perform various manipulation-and handling tasks at the cost of changeover times. Here, an anthropomorphic hand would allow more flexibility, at the cost of a more complex grasping manager replacing the gripper manager.
Software architecture
The presented system covers aspects from low-level data processing up to higher-level reasoning. For each of these domains different programming paradigms and languages have evolved. Therefore, a middleware is applied, which allows to port interfaces -written in a meta-language-into the respective languages. Furthermore, the set-up features heterogeneous sensors and actuators.
Each of these components and software-modules are represented as agents. The software architecture was constructed accordingly to support an agent-based concept, where the modules are connected with each other and report their skills to a central system controller orchestrating the services. These skills represent higher-level interfaces towards the implemented functionalities of each module. With these skills, the controller is capable of solving a task by combining them to create more complex operations.
As the robotic controller requires position updates every 7 ms, it is essential to process the sensory data and calculate the new trajectory within this small time span. This real-time constraint induces the necessity to compute and transmit the perceived input on-line. Therefore, the processing power of multiple PCs has to be combined. Thus, a middleware was selected to support this distributed architecture.
Due to the large amount of modules and computing nodes involved, it is reasonable to keep the traffic on the communication backbone as low as possible. Therefore, the modules process the low-level sensor data and generate higher level information, which is then published via the communication channel. Finally, the applied middleware supports redundancy and scalability. Thus, redundant modules can run on backup nodes, which take over in case of failures. New modules can be easily integrated into the communication backbone. These have to implement the unified interfaces, which allow communication with the rest of the modules.
Multi-modal input
One goal of the described system is to support the multimodal interaction with the user. Therefore, speech, gaze and haptic is provided as user input channels.
For the speech channel, a command word based speech recognizer was integrated. This allows a more robust and user-independent recognition of utterances. The major drawback of this approach, is that it requires a reduced grammar for the allowed sentences. Of course, natural language understanding would greatly increase the intuitiveness of this communication method. On the other hand, taking into account, that the dialog between robot and worker in a factory will be based more on instructions and less on natural conversations, the selected approach is suitable for the presented application. As the speech recognition grammar is reduced to the current context, it is thereby more robust in the noisy factory environment.
For operating the projected soft-buttons hands-free, gaze information has been provided as further interaction method. As introduced, the worker has to shift his visual attention onto the button to be selected. The applied tracking glasses work with very high precision, but are not comfortable to be worn over a longer period of time. A remote gaze-tracking system would compensate this lack in ergonomics and shall be integrated in the future.
The final modality is haptic interaction via projected soft-buttons. This interaction method allows to make an industrial surface sensitive for user inputs by using a top-down projection unit and a camera. In consequence of this set-up, the projection may have occlusions, which are caused by the robot moving through the display beam. A different approach would be to project the information from beneath the workbench. Thereby, occlusions from above could be avoided, but this method would require a non-standard surface (e.g. translucent glass) on the workbench. Additionally, this method would not allow the projection of trajectories onto the workpiece.
Collision avoidance and shared workspace surveillance
To actually bring human and robot together in the same workspace is a challenging task. Especially the area of the workspace that can be accessed by both the human and the robot needs to be monitored with reliable and robust sensors. Depth sensors based on the time-of-flight principle are a good solution for this, because they have a high resolution in time opposite to the disadvantage of low spacial resolution. But in the case of measuring the distances of human and robot, this is sufficient. As presented in Section 3.3 repelling forces computed via artificial potential fields are used to avoid collisions of robot and human. One drawback of the applied potential field method is the fact, that the robot can stuck in local minima. Another issue is, that the usage of only the minimum distance between robot body and obstacles can lead to an oscillatory behavior between obstacles. This can be solved, if multiple distances and therefore multiple forces for each robot body are used. Along with the hierarchical structure of the controller, higher level behaviors of the robot become possible.
Knowledge-based system controller
As introduced previously, modules offer their functionality as skills. The orchestration of these skills to execute tasks is done by the system controller. Therefore, this controller uses the previously instructed knowledge about how to solve a task. This task is represented on different levels of abstraction, where each subsequence can be split up into more granular operations up to actual system operations. With this predicate-based representation it is possible to infer and reason about the combination of skills to reach the desired goal. Thereby, this type of controller allows more flexibility than a finite state machine, because new transitions can be added via spoken instructions or inferred autonomously. These advantages justify the higher implementation efforts for designing the common skill-based representation.
However, the more available skills have to be considered for solving the task, the more time or processing power is required. This obviously leads to increasing reaction time on new events. To overcome this drawback, the components which are relevant for safety have an additional direct communication channel to the robotic controller. Thereby, they can bypass these potential processing delays to ensure fast response times.
Within the presented application scenario, presented in Section 5, this method of controlling the system's execution flow has shown promising potential for the hybrid assembly, which needs to be evaluated in the ongoing research work.
Conclusion
In this article an overview about an approach towards a teachable hybrid assembly system was presented. The introduced system uses a knowledge-based system controller that is orchestrating the skills of connected modules and representing sensor events and the work tasks as first order logic predicates, thereby allowing a modification of the knowledge (rules and facts) during runtime. An experimental hybrid assembly cell inside a Cognitive Factory was presented mostly basing on regular and standardized industrial hardware components. The software to control these hardware components (sensors and actuators) was developed in a modular way and integrated into a complex software architecture, which allows real-time processing. Furthermore, it is capable to process voice, gaze and tactile interaction channels. In addition, the combination of the shared workspace surveillance unit and the collision avoidance module provide the possibility to share the workspace between the human and the robot at the same time. Finally, the interaction process between the different presented modules were outlined using an example application scenario.
The presented components show opportunities towards increasing safety and interaction in a hybrid assembly cell, in which a human and an industrial robot work together on a joint task. Additionally, even workers without robot programming experience become able to teach-in novel tasks to the system using instructions.
Future work will concentrate on an improved ergonomic view of the assembly process and evaluation of the presented safety concepts. Therefore, the observation and interpretation of the worker's activities will become one focus of the ongoing research as suggested in [44] . Furthermore, modules for a precise 3D recognition of the workpiece and its components will be integrated. This will allow for a semantic understanding of the production process from the point of view of the hybrid system and will enable an additional optimization of the assembly sequence. After repeated observations of what was added at what position and at which time, the system will be able to collect knowledge on a semantic level of the process. This combination of an improved worker surveillance together with a better understanding of the scene may make today's production facilities in high loan countries more competitive again.
